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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

This poster is an analysis of the representations of
the government and bourgeois in Turkish film
director Nuri Bilge Ceylan’s last film, The Wild
Pear Tree (2018). This poster aims to analyze the
similarities and the differences between two
characters representing the government and the
bourgeois on their interactions with the lead
character in the film.

The Wild Pear Tree tells the story of a recently graduated young
man, Sinan. As he struggles to find a job in his county, Sinan
visits the mayor and a businessman seeking financial support to
publish the novel he wrote. Their reactions will be analysed based
on their attitude and for the outcome of the interaction.
The character of the
mayor is regarded as government
representative. Marx defines the bourgeois class as, the social class
that came to own the means of production (Lunn, 2011). In the
film, Ilhami who owns and runs a construction facility is regarded
as the representative of bourgeois.
Memento Films Production and Zeynofilm (2018)

ANALYSIS / COMPARISON

i. Attitude
The mayor looks positive at the beginning of the conversation but he loses his focus
and seems insincere afterwards.
Ilhami the construction owner also looks quite supportive initially yet he becomes
quite critical of Sinan once they reach a disagreement on the values that are
represented in the novel.
ii. Outcome
The mayor declines to help Sinan, complaining about bureaucratic hardship, even
though he tells him that the required money is not too much. And directs Sinan to
Ilhami.
Ilhami loses his interest in the book after the disagreement.
Sinan turns empty handed from both encounters.
The mayor from The Wild Pear Tree (2018)

CONCLUSION

In this comparison, I found that both the government and the bourgeois
represented similarly regarding the outcome of Sinan's request. But the
difference was in their attitude and reasoning. The mayor showed interest but
declined to help due to bureaucratic reasons, showing the incompetence of the
government institutions in the county. The bourgeois declines the request
once there is a disagreement in between, showing the self-interest oriented
nature of the bourgeois (Marx, 1948) .

Ilhami the construction owner from The Wild Pear Tree (2018)
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